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using large-scale analysis of a music-download database provided by mixradio, a leading online
music-service provider formerly under nokia ownership, this paper investigates the following in
relation to global-music consumption: (1) differences in the downloading trajectories of various
musical genres; (2) the extent to which downloading trajectories are invariant with respect to

countries and/or genres; and (3) possible links between the downloading behaviour of various genre-
defined user subgroups and pre-existing music-personality studies. substantial differences were

observed between download trajectories pertaining to pop, rap, rock and metalmetal, in particular,
was seen to exaggerate features of rock's trajectory. of the genres studied, metal was found to have
the only invariant trajectory, seemingly impervious to the local conditions of the country in which it
was downloaded. similarly, musical styles within brazil were found to be downloaded in more or less
the same way, in contrast to the uk where download trajectories varied with musical genre. lastly,
the analysis demonstrated a statistical link between pre-existing music-personality research and

patterns of downloading within the metadata, suggesting that different downloading behaviours are
due, in part, to differences in personality. using large-scale analysis of a music-download database
provided by mixradio, a leading online music-service provider formerly under nokia ownership, this

paper investigates the following in relation to global-music consumption: (1) differences in the
downloading trajectories of various musical genres; (2) the extent to which downloading trajectories

are invariant with respect to countries and/or genres; and (3) possible links between the
downloading behaviour of various genre-defined user subgroups and pre-existing music-personality

studies. substantial differences were observed between download trajectories pertaining to pop, rap,
rock and metalmetal, in particular, was seen to exaggerate features of rock's trajectory. of the

genres studied, metal was found to have the only invariant trajectory, seemingly impervious to the
local conditions of the country in which it was downloaded.
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